INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULT
We study the asymptotic behavior of nonnegative solutions of the following Cauchy problem:
We assume p > 1 and Uo 0, t 0 in RN. When uo E L1 n L°°, Problem (H) has a unique local classical solution (see [Kawa, [Kavi] ) that all solutions of (H) blows up in finite time, In this paper we consider the next subcritical case:
In spite of the simple form of Problem (H), we need to transform the equation in order to obtain some important informations on the asymptotic behavior of solutions. Following [Kavi] , we set Then v(y, s; uo) satisfies By studying Problem (TH) Kavian [Kavi] showed provided uo E HP and For the definition of see Notations just after this section. In this paper we will extend [Kavi] and clarify the structure of space of positive solutions of (H). Let uo E ~P n L°° .
Then our main result below shows that u(t ; uo) is It is known (see e.g. [Kawa] ) that if E(uo) 0 then u(t ; uo) is of Type (I) , where E ( uo ) is the 'energy' of uo defined by Fuj ita [F] showed that if uo is bounded then u(t ; uo) is of Type (II), where a > 0 is a constant and E = c(a) > 0 is some 3 ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR OF SOLUTIONS small constant. In [Kawa] we gave a necessary and sufficient condition for the solution of (H) to be of Type (II) (see Proposition 3 in Section 2), which is one of crucial results to establish our main Theorem. Haraux and Weissler [HW] [Li] , [NST] , [CL] and [G] . In this case, the solution blows up in finite time or the solution exists time-globally and converges whether to 0 or to nontrivial equilibria in (thus in Lq for any q e 1, oo] ) as t -oo . We remark that some methods used in their works play improtant roles in this paper by appropriate modifications. Recently, Lee and Ni [LN] and Wang [W] In Section 2 we give some preliminary results in order to establish Theorem 1. In Section 3 we prove Theorem 1 and give some remarks. 7. f (t) = O(g(t)) means that lim supt~~ |f(t)/g(t) ] and f (t) N g(t) that 0 I lim supt~~ |f(t)/g(t) 1 ~.
PRELIMINARIES
In this section we give some preliminary results to prove Theorem 1.
We defined by (1.5) the energy E(u) for Problem (H). We also define the energy for Problem (TH) by
(ii) Let uo E X n If E(uo ) 0 then uo E B.
Proof. -(i) (ii) The set K is closed in X. (iii) Let uo E B. Then we have ( 1.14).
Proof. -Using Lemma 1 below, we can prove Proposition 2 essentially by the same argument as in [G] . Therefore, we leave it to the reader.. [D] or [S] v ( s ; uo) E L°° ( [T, oo ) ; HP n C1 ( RN ) ) for T > 0 and the compactness of the embedding: Hp n C1(RN) C LP n LCXJ. We remark that the method in [G] is also applicable to deduce (2.24). Indeed, using Lemma 3 below, we can prove (2.24) by the same argument in the proof of Proposition 2, (i). 
